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AIBOC MEMBERS’ MEET AT CHENNAI ON WAGE REVISION
The "Ethiraj College Auditorium", which was witness to many victory celebrations was overflowing with
comrades from all banks on 26.05.2015. The officer fraternity of banking industry under the banner of AIBOC
converged to celebrate with their leaders who were instrumental in shaping up one of the best settlements ever
achieved in the history of Bipartite Wage Negotiations.
President of AIBOC Com. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev, General Secretary of SBIOA(CC) and Senior Vice
President of AISBOF, who is also a member of the AIBOC negotiating team, welcomed the enthusiastic
participants. He recollected the various agitation
programmes spearheaded by the AIBOC almost
single handedly which put the pressure on the
peers as well as on the powers that be to reach an
honourable settlement. The brilliant move of the
UFBU, in announcing a four day strike coinciding
with the Budget Session of the Parliament
clinched the deal, he said.
All the UFBU constituents, despite ideological
and practical differences among one another,
presented a picture of Solidarity while facing the
Management. He felt proud that the "Charter of
Demands" prepared at Chennai was approved by
all and presented to the IBA. He also revealed, how our Chennai comrades played a crucial role in making the
IBA heed to the demand of two alternative Saturdays as holidays.
He reminded everyone that only a battle is over and the war is still on, with the Government and Management
coming out with various moves and initiatives to weaken the trade union movement. The "Gyan Sangam", a
conclave of PSB Chief Executives was convened with the sole
agenda of preparing the road map for privatization of the banking
sector. The Bank Executives in the conclave submitted the agenda of
the Government for the PSBs prepared by various foreign
consultancy firms as their own in their presentation to the conclave.
The lurking danger of taking over of any PSB by the Corporates is
real. As and when the government reduces the stake below the 50%
mark, the take over of a PSB would become inevitable. He also
reminded the history of "Satyam Computers", wherein the promoter
who held just about 8.64% of the company's share played havoc with
the fortunes of the company. The time has come for all Public Sector
Trade Unions to join hands to solidly stand together to protect the
Public Sector from the preying Corporates with the connivance of
the Government.
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Com. Manimaran echoed that the future settlements would be led by the
Officers' Community as the banks have become Officer centric. The
relativity issue cannot be sustained in future due to the vast changes in the
roles and responsibilities of Officers. He proudly declared that the two
holidays achieved against several hurdles was due to the AIBOC's
determination. The achievement of an allowance with dearness allowance
and insurance coverage were all due to the solidarity of the UFBU members,
he said.
The 'Payments Bank' concept introduced by the Government would pose
stiff competition to the existing players in the rural front. The "JanDhan
Yojana" accounts opened at the initiative of our Prime Minister qualified for
a Guinness World Record and the credit was taken by the Government. Regarding NPS, he informed that the
Railway unions have already declared a war in their front and called for concerted action by all trade unions in
this regard. He also praised the role played by Com.Ananthakumar, in the Bipartite wage negotiations as several
crucial issues were clinched due to his inputs.
Hailed by many as the architect of the settlement, Com.Ananthakumar, in his address narrated how they could
achieve an increase of 15% on the 'Pay Slip" component, a first of it's kind in the Bilateral Wage Settlement
history against the backdrop of a meager initial offer of 5% by the IBA.
The SBI Chairman, Smt.Arundati Bhattacharya, who initially declared
that they would not offer more than 10% increase, played a crucial role
in clinching the deal with an increase of 15 per cent, he acknowledged.
He went on to narrate the various machinations, manipulations that
happened during the long drawn out negotiations. He also stated that
limiting the load factor to just 2%, suddenly cropped up at the
concluding stage and four constituents of the UFBU have given consent
without consultation. However, we have overcome this handicap to a
large extant by merging the DA with BP, as on 30th November, 2012, as
against 31st March, 2012, as the DA has increased substantially by then,
making it difficult to construct the pay scales. Hence, as per our
suggestion, the IBA also agreed upon the merger and the pay scales were constructed with evenness across
various pay scales.
We have also achieved a major mile stone by the introduction of an allowance, equivalent to the Government's
"Grade Pay", which also qualifies for Dearness Allowance, he declared. In respect of pension updation,
improvement in family pension and 100% DA neutralization, the IBA went back on the negotiation. The
discussions on these matters are included in a 'record note' a new concept signed for the first time. Hence, we have
an unfinished agenda which requires constant engagement with the IBA, till we achieve our goals. He revealed
that various improvements were included in the Insurance Scheme before it's acceptance as an alternative to the
present scheme.
With regard to the clearance given by the RBI for the two
Saturdays holidays, he narrated how it had to obtain the consent
of private sector banks, Regional Rural Banks and Co-operative
banks, before conveying it's decision to the Government. He also
assured that the notification in this regard is expected soon, as it
had to undergo various formalities within the Government,
before it's publication in the Government Gazette.
Com. Vijayasenan, the State Secretary of AIBOC proposed vote
of thanks and asked all the comrades to prepare themselves for
th
the state level AIBOC conference which will be held on 19 July
2015.
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PRADHAN MANTRI JAN-DHAN YOJANA
Excerpts from an article by Purnima S. Tripathi in
Delhi, Anupama Katakam in Mumbai, Suhrid Sankar
Chattopadhyay in Kolkata and Kunal Shankar in
Hyderabad in 'Front Line' dated June 12, 2015.
………………………..Such was the euphoria that
accompanied the announcement that public sector
banks bent over backwards to open accounts. Tents
were pitched outside bank premises and all other
banking operations came to a standstill in the initial
days when Jan-Dhan accounts were being opened.
The results were good: the target was exceeded. As
against the targeted 7.5 crore accounts until January
2015, a total of 11.5 crore accounts were opened. This
feat earned the scheme an entry in the Guinness Book
of World Records for the opening of the highest
number of bank accounts in the shortest period of
time. A total of Rs.9,188 crore was deposited as a
result. The main features of the account were: a zero
balance account with an accident insurance of Rs.1
lakh, an additional life cover of Rs.30,000, and an
overdraft facility of Rs.5,000.
But merely opening an account does not mean much
unless it is linked to the government's other welfare
schemes and for that Aadhaar linkage is required.
Now, with Aadhaar itself still a work in progress, the
PMJDY means nothing. “It has merely been reduced
to a numbers game, with banks competing with one
another to exceed the target. In order to achieve the
numbers, customers who already have accounts are
being asked to open accounts under the Jan-Dhan
scheme as well. There are many cases of people
having multiple accounts. Since there was a time
constraint, banks have not been able to strictly follow
the KYC (Know Your Customer) norms either and
this is bound to create problems for us in the future,”
said D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev, a senior State
Bank of India (SBI) officer who is the general
secretary of the SBI Officers' Association (Chennai
circle) and vice-president of the All India State Bank
Officers' Federation.
If anything, this scheme has impacted the banks'
functioning negatively because no manpower
planning was done to handle the additional workload.
“In the last three years, the SBI's staff strength went
down by 3 per cent while business went up by 56 per
cent. How do you expect the bank staff to cope with
the additional workload?” he asked. Despite raising
this issue many times in different banking forums, no
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attention was paid to this aspect, he said.
Rajkumar, a senior officer with the State Bank of
Travancore, who is also senior vice-president of the
All India Bank Officers' Confederation (AIBOC),
agreed. “There is an acute shortage of staff in public
sector banks. At the time when the accounts were
being opened, all our staff was busy with this scheme
and other customers suffered. We did not have the staff
to man our other counters. Right now, more than 50 per
cent of the accounts are lying dormant, without any
transaction. But once the government takes this
scheme forward and other cash benefits get routed
through the Jan-Dhan account, then we will need to
have more staff. But no attention is being paid to this
aspect,” he said. While it was a good thing that so many
new customers have been added, how will the banks
handle the pressure once transactions start happening
in these accounts, he asked. Unfortunately, he said, the
top management of the banks was reluctant to raise
these issues with the government. “The matter was
never discussed either with the Prime Minister or with
the Finance Minister,” he said.
D.K. Tripathi, a senior officer with the State Bank of
Patiala (SBOP), who is the president of the SBOP
Officers Association, thinks the idea of financial
inclusion is good but the methodology adopted is
faulty. For example, he wonders why the regional rural
banks are not involved in the exercise when the
majority of customers targeted are from rural areas.
Unfortunately, the spread of rural banks has been
falling over the years. According to Reserve Bank of
India data, the spread of rural banks fell by 7 per cent
between 2006 and 2013. Moreover, according to
Tripathi, public sector banks already have similar
products, and if the government really wanted
financial inclusion, it could have supported those
existing schemes instead of launching new ones. For
example, the banks already have insurance products at
negligible premiums, which the government could
have supported. Similarly, instead of the overdraft
facility with the Jan-Dhan account, the government
could have supported existing schemes of giving loans
to the weaker sections under the Differential Rate of
Interest (DRI) loan scheme, wherein banks give up to
Rs.20,000 as loan at 4 per cent interest for some
economic activities. If the government really wanted
to benefit poor people, it could have supported this
scheme instead of giving an overdraft facility because
3

Rs.5,000 was too little for any productive economic
activity, he said.
In fact, banking experts say that had the government
included the banking industry in deciding the
parameters and the methodology, the programme
could have been much more effective, but the top
bankers were not involved in any deliberations at any
stage, either before announcing the scheme or after the
scheme has been operational for 10 months.
Senior bankers agree that the scheme has only added to
their woes. Public sector banks are already battling
with non-performing assets (NPAs) and stressed loans,
which are seriously compromising their profitability.
According to the Fitch rating, stressed and soured

loans are expected to reach the highest ever levels at 13
per cent, by 2016. Until December 2014, stressed and
soured loans accounted for 10.73 per cent and this was
mainly because the expected economic growth has not
yet happened. The much-hyped “achche din” are still
to come. According to Crisil ratings, soured loans in
public sector banks have already reached Rs.5.3
trillion. This, coupled with acute staff shortage (bank
recruitments have not been done for the last 10-11
years), and attrition (retirements, etc.), has seriously
affected public sector banks' functioning. The JanDhan Yojana has only added insult to injury. That too,
without doing any good for anyone, not even to the
intended beneficiaries.

MEMBERS’ MEET AT COIMBATORE MODULE

Erode

Salem

Tiruppur

BEREAVEMENT
S.Dharmalingam BM Thennilai branch lost his
mother on 11.03.15 at trichy.
S.Rajagopal Manager ZO Trichy lost his
father on 23.04.15 at Trichy.
S.Pandian Zon.sec Trichy II lost his father in
law on 10.05.15 at Salem.
R. Mahalakshmi, AM(S), Kuthur Br. lost her
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mother on 02.06.2015 at Nagai
Com. P. Rajalakshmi, AM(S) Udumalpet ADB
lost her father on 29.04.2015 at Coimbatore.
Com. S. Ravichander, Manager (Systems)
Zonal Office, Coimbatore lost his mother on
08.05.2015 at Chennai.
Com. A. Kasivel, Dy. Manager, Mettupalayam

lost his father on 15.05.2015 at Watrap.
Com.M. Ramila, Asst. Manager, Sipcot
Perundurai lost her father on 19.05.2015 at
Erode.
Com. A. Krishnan, Manager, CCPC, Chennai,
President, SBIOA(CC) lost his father on
25.05.2015 at Madurai
4

Payment of Wages Act - 1936

Among the various changes proposed by the Indian
Government, the amendment to existing labour laws
in India and Land Reforms Bill have generated lot of
debate, opposition and apprehension among various
strake holders. For us, it is necessary to understand
and discuss the various aspects of labour law reforms
proposed. We have published here some of the
important laws that are relevant to us. We invite
response from our readers to the changes proposed
and opinion for and against the same.

Important Acts of Indian Labour Laws

Workmen’s Compensation Act - 1923

Origins of Labour Laws
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The Factories Act - 1948

The Industrial Disputes Act - 1947

CHANGES IN LABOUR LAWS PROPOSED
Effect of Amendment to the Apprentices
(amendment) bill 2014.
Hours of work, overtime, leave and holidays: The
Act states that the weekly and daily hours of work and
leave entitlements of an apprentice shall be as
prescribed by Rules. The Bill states that the hours of
work and leave will be as per the discretion or
policy of the employer.
FACTORIES ACT
The Factories (Amendment) Bill, 2014 containing 64
Clauses was introduced in Lok Sabha on 7th August,
2014 and referred to a standing Committee for
examination and report.
The Bill seeks to amend Clauses 38 and 39 , sections
64 and 65 of the Act relating to increase in overtime
hours from the existing 50 hours per quarter to 100
hours, extendable by another 25 hours. (Regulated
Working Hours?)
It seeks to empower the State Governments to enhance
the threshold level of employment from 10 to 20
workers (in case of factories using power) and from 20
to 40 workers (in case of factories not using power) for
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applicability of the Act. (If the amendment is carried
out more than 70 per cent of the factory establishments
in the Country will be out of the coverage of the
Factories Act and workers will be at the mercy of
employers on every aspect of their service conditions,
rights and protective provisions laid down under the
Act.)
The earlier penalty for several offences, which
included a prison term of two years, plus a fine, is now
being limited to a fine up to Rs 1.5 lakh.
The labour law that redefines small factories was also
approved by the Parliament.
It provides that
companies that employ 10 to 40 workers will be called
a small establishment. (Earlier, it was 10 to 19
workers).
GOVT'S PROPOSED CHANGES IN LABOUR
LAW OF INDIA: EXPLAINED.
 The NDA govt proposed to integrate the 3 labour
laws into a single code. The three laws are -- Industrial
Disputes Act, 1947, the Trade Unions Act, 1926, and
the Industrial Employment (Standing Orders)
Act,1946.
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If staff strength of a company is up to 300, then the firm
can fire its employee(s) without any prior notice .
 The proposed law will also make it tougher to form
workers unions. At least 10% of the employees or 100
workers are required for registering a trade union.
 Only employees of an organisation can form
unions, two outside officials can become members of a
union if its an unorganised sector.
 If an employee works for the organisation for more
than 1 year then he/she will get a 3 months of notice in
case there is a plan for retrenchment.
 However, the above mentioned rule will not be
applicable for organisations such as undertaking set up
for the construction of buildings, bridges, roads,
canals, dams or for other construction work.
Difference between existing and proposed changes
in labour law:

What are the protesters saying?
 The government cannot make law stringent for
forming trade unions.
 We will protest against this provision under which
firms will not have to take prior permission for
retrenchment under draft Labour Code on Industrial
Relation Bill 2015.
 All trade union members suggested that
government should constitute a tripartite committee
with employees' and employers' representative on
board along experts to study the bill in detail before
firming up the draft bill.

 Now, firms with 100 or more workers are required
to seek government's permission for retrenchment
under the Industrial Dispute Act.
 At present, any 7 or more members of a trade union
can apply for registration of the Trade Union
regardless of the size of the firm.

HIGHLIGHTS OF WAGE REVISION
After protracted struggles and negotiations, the Joint
Note on the Xth Bipartite Settlement was signed on
25th May 2015. A few highlights of the settlement are
listed below: The increase of 15% obtained has been entirely
distributed to the “Payslip” component, a first of
it's kind in the history of Bipartite settlements.
This was achieved by stressing that any
additional burden on account of wage revision on
the retirement benefits will be the sole
responsibility of the banks.
 Although, there was a cap on load factor on the
Basic Pay component after merger of BP with DA
at 2%, the new pay scales were constructed based
on 31.03.2012, instead of 30.11.2012, thus
achieving uniform increase across all scales of
pay for officers.
 A new component of wage structure on the lines
of “Grade Pay”, has been introduced which is also
eligible for dearness allowance, thus attaining
parity with government employees.
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 Additional stagnation increments have been
obtained for scale II to IV officers
 Increase in PQP, FPP and Halting Allowance
across all scales of officers.
 Paternity Leave, a first of it's kind in the country
has been introduced for male officers
 The encashment of LFC has been increased from
75% to 100% of the eligible amount of the officer
 Accumulation of Privilege Leave has been
enhanced from 240 days to 270 days.
 Definition of family has been amended to include
dependant family members with income upto
Rs,10,000/- per month.
 Above all, the second and fourth Saturdays will
be declared as holidays and the same has been
approved by the Government. RBI will be issuing
a notification to that effect shortly.
The achievement of two Saturdays as holidays is a
historical achievement about which Chennai Circle
can be proud of, as we have been in the forefront lead
by our General Secretary to achieve this demand.
7

In response to an article, 'Time to bury the wage pact in the banking industry' by Shri Tamal
Bandyopadhyay, consulting editor at Mint and advisor to Bandhan Financial Services Pvt.
Ltd, India's newest bank in the making Our General Secretary, Com. Thomas Franco
Rajendra Dev mailed this rejoinder to the Editor of the daily.

WAGE PACT IN THE BANKING INDUSTRY
To
11.05.2015
The Editor
The Mint
Dear Sir,
It is not the time to bury the wage pact in the
Banking Industry
The article in your newspaper (11th May 2015) by Shri
Tamal Bandyopadhyay is totally lopsided and I
request you to kindly publish this rebuttal.
His observation that, “ Indeed there are talented
bankers in the public sector but by and large this set
lacks the skills and expertise needed for risk
management, credit appraisal and credit monitoring”
is totally wrong.
There can be exception but look at the performance of
leading Chairmen today or in the recent past. Mrs.
Arundhati Bhattarcharya is doing well in SBI. Mrs.
V.R. Iyer is doing well at BOI. In PNB Mr. K.R.
Kamath is doing well and it is the same with many
PSBs. Even the so called weak Banks were turned
around earlier. The Boards are having experts, they
analyse the latest trends except in cases where political
interference leads to credit decisions, the Bankers are
doing well. They have to finance infrastructure, they
have to do Jan Dhan, Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti
Bima Yojana Scheme, Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima
Yojana Scheme etc.
If autonomy is given banks will do better. Bankers in
Public Sector Banks are honest and there is almost no
corruption. Persons like Shri R.K. Talwar stood up
against politicians when compelled to take credit
decisions. Even Mr. Pratip Choudhury stood against
RBI dictats on teaser loans and he sent out consultants
like Mckinsy whose recommendations did not help the
Bank (SBI). Even now SBI has not approved the loan
to Adani Group inspite of the group's closeness to the
Prime Minister. The Board has ensured that correct
credit decisions are taken.
For the first time in history the Finance Minister meets
the Chairman of Public Sector Banks almost every
month. Example of good governance and least
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interference! Where is the autonomy?
The Balance Sheets of PSBs reflect the economy of the
Country. Infrastructure finance is under strain. The
Industry is not doing well. But PSBs have to support,
otherwise economy will collapse. PSBs were not
created to get high profit. They are for catering to the
entire people of the Nation. Social Sector lending
continues. 12.5 cr accounts under Jan Dhan – Who did
it? Public Sector or Private Sector?
Bad Assets are not due to wrong decisions. Bad Assets
are due to poor growth in economy and
misappropriation by few recalcitrant borrowers with
political connections. The major defaulters are around
10000 only. Why Govt & RBI do not publish the
names? Take over their assets? When SBI wants to
take over assets of Vijay Mallaya why Govt does not
come forward to help?
Bad assets have been there all along. Lending is a
credit risk which a Banker takes. As long as there is no
malafide Banker should not be blamed. For all
appreciation to the Private Banks let us please
recollect what happened to Mr. Ramesh Gelli and the
Global Trust Bank.
The suggestion to bury industry wide wage pact is ill
conceived. Public Sector has to be a model employer.
Industry wide settlement has made it easy for the
Bankers as IBA negotiates and UFBU represents the
entire Industry. Banks are relieved of Bank Level
negotiations and certain uniformity has been brought
in. The Banking sector Trade Unions have been
proactive, progressive and they have stood with the
Banks in technology upgradation.
In Singapore, by paying very good salary corruption
has been prevented. In our Country Banking Service
personnel maintain high integrity inspite of lower
wages than the Government servants. End of Industry
wide settlement will bring chaos.
The Public Sector Banks per employee business, profit
per employee, return on assets etc cannot be compared
with minuscule private sector banks. Please look at the
observations below:
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Employee Efficiency and Productivity
Dr. Bruce Clarke says “It is easy for Employers to fall
into the trap of believing that pressurising Employees
who work harder and faster creates the most effective
results when it comes to efficiency and productivity.
But that may not be the case. Employees are often
more effective when they do not have to operate under
high stress and hectic work / life schedules”
Let us analyse the achievements of the Public Sector
Banks:
1. We should compare only the comparables.
State Bank of India cannot be compared with other
banks because of its size, customer base, operational
outreach, structure and the history. We have 21.92
crores customer base, business size of 26 lakhs crores,
15869 domestic branches and 190 foreign branches
and a history of 208 years of association with the
Government and seen as a Government Bank.
2. Social Development Role of SBI
When Imperial Bank of India was brought under
Public ownership as State Bank of India in 1955 with
RBI holding 92% of its shares gave a statutory
responsibility to establish atleast 400 additional
branches within 5 years. We exceeded the target.
When the lead bank scheme was introduced we were
allotted 168 districts in which we have to expand
number of branches most of which in difficult areas.
For example in Arunachal Pradesh we are the lead
bank in all the 16 districts. In Jammu & Kashmir, we
are lead bank in 5 districts In Meghalaya we are the
lead bank in all 7 districts, in Mizoram in all 8 districts,
in Manipur 5 districts, in Nagaland in all 11 districts, in
Orissa 23 out of 32 districts, in Andamans in all 5
districts, whereas in the lucrative states like Tamil
Nadu we have only 2 lead districts, AP we have only 5,
Karnataka only 3, Maharashtra only 9. Here we have to
compulsorily expand though in many of the branches
we cannot make profit as there is no scope for business.
3. Customer base should be a criteria
Customer base should be taken into account and a ratio
has to be arrived at.
Our customer base is very large with majority in Rural
/ Semi Urban Branches and this aspect is never
considered when employee productivity is measured.
If we look at the number of accounts opened under the
Jan Dhan Scheme it is visible obviously that 185.12 lac
accounts has been opened by SBI out of 775.36 lacs
accounts as on 20.12.2014.
Now for the Adhaar linkage also we are the one's who
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are pressurised. For any Government scheme with a
low income State Bank is the target. The number of
Educational loans given by State Bank of India
nobody else gives.
4. Cross selling
Majority of our Staff are utilised in cross selling of our
products of SBI life, Mutual funds and General
Insurance. Their productivity and business is not
taken into account while calculating the per employee
business.
5. Government Business
Though the direct benefit of commission from
Government Business is low we have to do that and for
maintaining the chest branches we require additional
staff and watchman. This aspect is not taken into our
productivity.
6. Concessions on Miscellaneous Business
We give concessions for defence personnel,
Government, big business man and corporates which
reduces our income.
In connection with Shri Tamal's observation I would
like to state that the performers do get promotions,
there are fast tracks for the same. Laggards are
punished. Vigilance and non vigilance cases are there
to safe guard interest of the Bank.
In Industry level wage settlement payment capacity of
the weakest Banks is never taken as a bench mark. This
is a wrong analysis. Even loss making banks
implement wage settlement and the staff have turned
around these Banks. Cost per employees in Private
banks is shown lower as many services are outsourced
and that will not be reflected in the salary expenses.
Moreover they cater to a select few. Of late even that
differences is narrowing down.
The wage negotiation should be concluded before the
settlement expires but IBA & Government have
always delayed it. Till 1979 Bank officials were
getting better salary than officers in the central govt.
But with every pay commission which has been
increasing their wages by around 2.8 times once in 10
years, the Banks can no longer compare their scale of
pay with them.
After giving mandate for negotiation the Banks can't
go back as suggested by Shri Tamal. If any Bank does
it, it will be a violation and the whole Banking Industry
will come to a grinding halt.
Setting up a separate cadre for rural services will be
cruel.
Rural allowances can be given for
encouragement and the Business Correspondent
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numbering around 2 lakhs can be absorbed
permanently and Ultra Small Branches can be handled
by them.
RRBs cannot be blamed for poor performance of some
of them. The sponsor Banks are responsible for their
performance which can take up responsibility to
improve them. Some of them are doing excellently
well. We need to give support to them. Let us not
throw the Baby out with the water. In what way
subsidiaries can be different from RRBs?
The need of the hour is to encourage the Bank Staff.
Provide 5 day Banking instead of 2 Saturday holidays,
increase the salary, improve training and bring in a
culture of family bondage within Bank Branches and
look forward to take care of the masses as well as the
classes.
D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV
GENERAL SECRETARY,
SBI Officers' Association (Chennai Circle)
Vice President,
All India State Bank Officers Federation
Joint General Secretary,
All India Bank Officers' Confederation

THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH
There is a story they tell of two dogs.
Both at separate times
Walk into the same room.
One comes out wagging his tail
while the other comes out growling.
A woman watching this
goes into the room to see
what could possibly make one dog so happy
and the other so mad.
To her surprise
she finds a room filled with mirros.
The happy dog found
a thousand happy dogs looking back at him
while the angry dog
saw only angry dogs growling back at him.
What you see in the world around you
is a reflection of who you are.

WEDDING BELLS
Sow. Renjukrishna, Dy. Mgr, Tirumangalam Branch married Chi.
Seelee on 23.04.15 at Kollam
Sow. Razia Tasnim, D/o. Com. Mohamed Riyaz, Chief Manager, ZO,
Madurai married Chi. Shaik Khader Basha on 26.04.2015 at Guntur.
Chi. A.B. Alagarsamy D/o. Com. A. Balasubramanian, Dy. Manager,
CCPC, Madurai married Sow. K. Kajal Kanchi Krishna on 04.05.2015
at Madurai.
Chi. T.N. Shankar Vigranand, S/o. Com. K. Bharathi, BM,
Subramaniyapuram, Trichy married Sow. Sudha on 15.05.2015 at
Trichy.
Sow. Dr. N. Aishwaya, D/o. Com. V. Nagarjan, Dy. Manager, RBO 1,
Zone 1, Chennai married Chi. Dr. T. Hari Ramachandran on
15.05.2015 at Perambalur.
Chi. J. Aaromic Tony, S/o. Com. S. Jesu rathinam, Branch Manager, St.
Xavier's college married Sow. F. Jerin Blessy on 15.05.2015 at
Tirunelveli
Sow. J. Sally Lisa, D/o. Com. J. Joseph Stalin, DRS, SBIOA(CC)
Madurai married Chi. A. Vincent Anand on 20.05.2015 at Paramakudi.
Sow. G.Ramya @ Sruthi D/o. Com. M. Gajendran, Asst. Manager,
Madurai married Chi. C. Gowri Sankar on 20.05.2015 at
Tiruchengode.
Chi. B. Mahendran, Asst. Manager, SBI married Sow. R.
Priyadharshini on 20.05.2015 at Sivagangai

Chi. S.D. Vasanth, S/o. Com. S. Dhinakaran, Chief Manager, LHO,
Chennai married Sow. S. Yamini on 20.05.2015 at Tirupathi
Sow. M. M. Priyadharshika, D/o. Com. T. Murugesan, Dy. Manager,
Palanganatham Branch married Chi. N. Rajesh on 20.05.2015 at
Coimbatore.
Sow. P. Seresha, D/o. Com. P. Lakshmi, Manager, Padi married Chi.B.
Kishor on 22.05.15 at Chennai.
Sow. Dr. P. Valli Priyaa, D/o. Com. G. Parvathi Sundar,
Manager(Systems) LHO, Chennai married Chi. Dr. A.P. Gowri Sankar
on 29.05.2015 at Chennai.
Sow.M S Minu, D/o. Com. M V Seetharaman, Manager(Systems)
DRC, Chennai married Chi. V Giridharan on 29.05.2015 at Chennai.
Chi.V Sam Rufus John, S/o. Com. Vallabai, Manager, LHO, Chennai
married Sow. R Cynthia Yalini on 29.05.2015 at Chennai.
Com.RameshBabu N,DeputyManager(S), LHO, Chennai married
Sow. R Ramya Sri on 31.05.2015 at Mahaboobabad, Warangal Dist..
Sow. P.B. Rahapiriya, PO, SBI, Hosur married Chi. N. Chetan, PO,
SBI, Bangalore on 29.05.2015 at Trichy.
Sow. Ramya, D/o. Com. H. Balasubramanyam, AGM, SBLC,
Tiruchirapalli married Chi. Sridhar on 04.06.2015 at Trichy.
Sow. Caroline Maria, D/o. Com. T. John Joseph, Asst. Manager, IFB,
Chennai married Chi. John Vikkram on 07.06.2015 at Coimbatore.

SBIOA (CC) Wishes a very happy married life to the newly wedded couple.
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Our Efforts !!

Fruits for All !!!
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE FEDERATION
REF: ORG/78/2015
22.05.2015
The General Secretary
AISBOF
C/o. State Bank of India
No.65, St. Marks Road, Bangalore 560 001.
Dear Comrade

RECATEGORISATION OF BRANCHES
BASED ON BCG RECOMMENDATIONS
Revolutionary Greetings from Chennai Circle
We refer to your Circular No.59 dated 21.05.2015,
taking up the 'Re categorisation of Branches', with the
management detailing the disasters that will struck the
bank due to the implementation of BCG
recommendations, which has been done without
heeding to our suggestions.
In this regard, we have been conveying to you about
the ill advised proposals incorporated in the "Project
Saksham" and 'CDS' and urging you to take up the
issue with the Management. But, despite our appeals,
the Management has unilaterally implemented the
initiative from this financial year even while they
themselves are not clear about many aspects of the
project.
The ugly face of the BCG proposals is now revealed as
the Management has drastically reduced the number of
vacancies in MMGS II and MMGS III. It has
disastrous consequences to thousands of Officers
which will ultimately lead to wide ramifications to the
Bank as detailed in the aforesaid letter. To elaborate
on the extent of reduction in promotional
opportunities, the data of our Circle regarding
promotion is listed below:-

YEAR

NO. OF
VACANCIES

NO. OF
PROMOTIONS

MMGS-II MMGS-III MMGS-II MMGS-III

2014-15

1,811

635

2015-16

210

52

304

203

The above table illustrates the manner in which the
number of vacancies has been reduced due to the "Re
categorisation of Branches" on the basis of BCG
recommendations. Moreover the “Re Categorisation”
list is not made available to the Association/
Federation. Earlier it used to be informed to the
Federation, and we used to give feedback. No CNC
has been held for very long where we could have raised
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this issues.
The promotion exercise affecting
thousands of members cannot be decided based on the
revised categorisation secretly done which will
ultimately result in loss of business and impact the
bank's standing.
Hence, we request the federation to urgently convene
an emergency meeting of the EC to decide on the
future course of action before it is too late and act
decisively. Simultaneously, all our circle affiliates
may be advised to hold meetings across the length and
breadth of the country to energise our members and
keep them in preparedness for a struggle, if our well
meaning appeals are not heeded.
With reference to your email asking the Circles to take
up the issue at the Circle level, we would like to inform
you that we have already done that. This is not a Circle
level issue and you cannot shift the responsibility to
the Circles. Federation has to act. We have been
suggesting to have an action plan without which the
letters you write are not taken seriously. [Please see
your earlier letters which have not been acted upon by
the Management]. At the Circle level we are planning
to put up Posters, organise Dharna and demonstration
as this is a very serious issue.
We expect your resolute and decisive action in this
regard due to the urgency of the situation.
Comradely yours,
Sd/(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY

Online
registration of guest
house accommodation
launched in our SBIOA (CC)
website. Now, book at your
convenience.

Now, Browse for Availability of
Flats / Houses in our WEBSITE
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE FEDERATION
Ref:ORG/81/2015
The General Secretary
AISBOF
No.65, St. Marks Road,
Bangalore 560 001.
Dear Comrade,

02.06.2015

NPA ACCOUNTS – EXAMINATION
OF LAPSES EMPANELMENT OF
RETIRED OFFICERS OF THE BANKS
AS INVESTIGATING OFFICER ON
CONTRACT BASIS WITHOUT
PREJUDICE TO THEIR PENSION
We have been given to understand that there is a move
to outsource investigation work for the accounts which
have become NPA and also study of staff
accountability.
In our various Executive Committee Meetings / CNC
Follow-up Meeting / General Secretary's Meet of all
the affiliates of our Federation, the issues of
outsourcing the bank's routine work have been
discussed in length and breadth. After a detailed
discussions, it was unanimously resolved to oppose
any such move of outsourcing the bank's routine work.
Your attention is invited to the fact that in the past, our
Federation and AIBOC have been opposing
outsourcing and have also resorted to strike action.
Our Corporate Centre Management had agreed not to
outsource routine work and any move to outsource any
function will be first discussed with our Federation.
We are shocked to hear the move of the Management to
outsource very import task of investigation in case of
advance accounts turned NPA and fix staff
accountability etc. We should bring to the attention of
the Management and express our concern that the
Management deliberately avoided recruitment and
promotion with a view to keep Officers' community
under immense pressure and compel us to accept
outsourcing. This ploy should not be allowed to
succeed.
We reiterate that outsourcing has been defined as
bank's use of a third party and RBI has formulated a
policy, concerned with managing risks in outsourcing
of financial services and is not applicable to credit and
technology related issues.
We also draw your attention to Para 7.1, 7.2 in Master
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Circular Bank's Outsourcing Policy – 2009 –
Guidelines on Managing Risk and Code of Conduct in
Outsourcing Financial Services By Banks (Other than
Credit and IT related activities)
The bank cannot outsource the Core Management
Functions including Internal Audit; Compliance
Function; Decision making functions determining
compliance with KYC Norms for opening deposit
accounts or Management of Investment Portfolio etc.
Investigation is an administrative process, which can
be assigned to our officers or external authority (CBI
or Police).
The Investigating Officer is a
representative of the Controlling Authority and should
look beyond the allegations.
Considering the complexities involved in commercial
decisions of bankers especially in matters related to
credit, the CBI in its Central Advisory Board on Bank
Frauds (CABBF) says, we may find it worthwhile to
obtain the benefit of expert advice from various
disciplines before registration of PE/RC, at apex level
and in addition, regional advisory boards comprising
retired judges(of the level of presiding officers of
district and session courts), retired police officials(of
the level of DIG) and retired bank officials (of the
level of GM or higher) would also be constituted. The
CABBF as well as the new Regional Advisory Boards
on Bank Frauds(RABBF) would form part of the
organizational infrastructure of the CBI.
Appointments on the Boards would be made from a
panel of names approved by the CVC. The purpose is
to render justification to the work and not for mere
completion due to shortage of staff or lack of time.
At present, even the investigation work carried out by
our officers in service, said to be well experienced and
knowledgeable on credit, lack the credibility on
various counts and majority of the findings in the
report are either based on their assumptions, irrelevant
quoting of circular instructions, merely fixing of staff
accountability on innocents and subordinate level
officials. The lapses on the part of higher officials,
credit committee etc are either untouched or not
brought in their investigation report in detail.
The investigation report is the basis for the competent
authorities to decide on the future course of action and
implication on staff and this vital work cannot be
outsourced at all.
The present move of the
13

management to assign the task of investigation to
retired officers of SMGS IV & V, on outsourced basis
by empanelling and employing them on contract basis,
is contrary to the laid down guidelines and definitely
lead to infirmities such as:
F The report may be based on bias of the retired
official
F Quoted reference not applicable to the relevant
period
F The report based on their personal knowledge and
practice rather than on laid down instructions
F The report may be as per the dictated terms of the
higher officials
F Their sufferings and frustrations may be ventilated
through the findings

F Possibility for exaggeration of facts and implicating
the innocent officials
F Avenue for their personal scores
Let there be a sincere introspection of the facts
mentioned above and we request you to kindly
intervene and look in to the matter in the interest of
fair vigilance administration in the Bank.
Please take up the issue with the Corporate Centre
immediately and ask them to stop this practice.
Comradely yours,
(D.THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE CIRCLE MANAGEMENT
Ref: ORG/77/2015
21.05.2015
To
The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office,
Chennai 600 006.
Dear Sir,
PROMOTION TO MMGS- II &
MMGS- III : REDUCTION IN NUMBER OF
VACANCIES
We refer to LHO circular no. Cir.DO:hr:06 dated
16/05/2015, wherein the total vacancies in MMGS II
and MMGS III have been declared as 210 and 52
respectively.
In this connection, please refer to LHO Circular no.
Cir.DO.HR:12 dated 25/05/2014. The declared total
vacancies as per the circular during last year was 1,811
for MMGS II and 635 for MMGS III. The total number
of candidates promoted during last year even after the
supplementary examination was only about 300 to
MMGS II and about 200 to MMGS III. Meanwhile,
hundreds of superannuation has taken place in both the
scales during last year. The business performance of
many of our branches has improved tremendously
which should have increased the number of branches
in Scale II and III incumbencies.
However, when the vacancies for the year 2015-16 are
declared, to our utter surprise, we find that the
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vacancies have been very drastically reduced. It has
always been the practice to declare vacancies on the
basis of categorization of branches. But we have been
given to understand that the categorization of
branches has also not been completed. Thus, it is not
clear on what basis the vacancies are declared. It
appears that the system of arriving at vacancies and
categorization of branches is reversed.
If the vacancies are declared on the basis of any
calculation given by BCG, we bring to your notice that
their calculation of working hours for Officers is taken
as 480 minutes which is not correct. In any case, the
number of vacancies in MMGS II and MMGS III
would not have so drastically come down by more than
1600 and 600 respectively. We request you to please
take up the matter with corporate centre and increase
the number of vacancies in MMGS II and MMGS III.
The vacancies for Scale I has also not been announced
though the examination is over.
The morale of the Officers is going down day by day
and it will affect the functioning of the Bank. So
please do the needful urgently.
Yours faithfully,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
Copy to: The Circle Development Officer, SBI, LHO,
The General Manager I, SBI, LHO, Chennai
The General Manager II, SBI, LHO, Chennai
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WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY
WE'rE PArt oF A lIVInG, BrEAtHInG Cosmos

W

ith all the advances made in science and technology today we have tools that are powerful
enough to make or break the , planet several times over. That the United Nations declared June 5
as World Environment Day is a reminder to us all to live more mindfully, and wherever required,
to take urgent measures to reverse any process that is causing ecological harm, the effects of which could
impact all life on the planet. However, human consciousness has become so fragmented that most people
have forgotten that what you consider to be your `body' is not just a piece of the planet, but much more.
Interdependence is not just a philosophical theory . It is a reality.Your physical existence is possible only
because of your body's seamless ability to respond to the entire universe. Without this, you wouldn't be able
to exist for a moment.
I lived on a farm for a few years.There was a man in the locality with a hearing impairment, an object of
ridicule for the villagers. I employed him to help me on the farm. He was a nice companion because I wasn't
particularly interested in talking, and he couldn't talk because he could not hear. So, no problem! In those
days before tractors, life on the farm was all about bullocks and ploughs.One day, suddenly, at four o'clock in
the morning, I saw him preparing the plough and asked him what he was doing.He said, `It will rain today. I
am preparing to plough.' I looked up. It was an absolutely clear sky . I said, `What? Where is the rain?' He
said, `No, sir, it will rain.' And it did. I sat up for days and nights after this. Why couldn't I feel what this man
could feel? I sat, holding my hand in different positions, trying to feel the moisture, the temperature, trying to
read the sky. I read all kinds of books on meteorology, but was up against a wall. But gradually, with careful
observation of my own body and environment, I discovered the fundamental mistake that most of us make:
the fact that we view the ingredients which constitute our body, like earth, water, air and food, as
commodities and not as an organic part of the life process.
If it is to rain today, some change will happen in your body. Most urban-dwellers cannot feel it, but many
rural folk all over the world, sense this. This is not astrology or magic, but a surmise based on the minute
observation of a completely different level of the human system and its ongoing transaction with the cosmos.
Most insects, birds and animals can feel it. A tree for sure knows it. Modern physics has established that the
universe is a great dance of energy, and every subatomic particle in your body is in constant dialogue with the
entire cosmos. The aim of the spiritual process is to make this scientific fact an experiential reality for you.
Yoga reminds us that the physical body is just an accumulation of
food or what is called annamayakosha. The food that you eat is
just the produce of the earth, which, in turn, is a fragment of the
universe. You are a small outcrop of this planet, claiming to be an
autonomous entity! But with some inner work, a dimensional
shift occurs. Suddenly, the human body becomes what it was
always intended to be an instrument of extraordinary refinement,
a barometer, an antenna capable of downloading the entire
cosmos. We realise that we inhabit a living cosmos.
- Courtesy : Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev - The Speaking Tree, Times
of India - 05-06-2015
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World Environment Day Rally at Marina
June 5th is International World Environment Day. At
Chennai a huge rally was organised at Marina Beach by
Indian Development Foundation.
Our General
Secretary was the Chief Guest for the function. He
flagged off the rally at Marina Beach and walked with
the participants from the Light House to Worker's

Dear Comrade,
Please conduct
the Unit
Meeting on the
first Saturday of
every month. We
have asked your
Zonal Secretary
to conduct the
Zonal
Committee
meeting with all
the Unit
Secretaries on
the third
Saturday of
every month.

Health Tips for the Month

statue. Thousands of children from schools and
colleges participated along with public. Com. Senthi
Kumar, DGS also participated. Plants were distributed
to children and public who were at the beach for their
morning walk by IDF.

Dear Comrades,

4. click on SBIOACC in the results

Please follow the below mentioned steps to
subscribe to our Google group from Gmail.

5. Press Apply for membership

1. type https://groups.google.com in the address
bar and press ENTER
2. log in using your GMail id
3. in the search box type SBIOACC and search
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6. in the POP UP type a request (please mention
your PF No and name) and press "APPLY TO
JOIN THE GROUP”
once we approve the same, you will get the updates
by mail
Pls forward to members
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World Environment Day: How mindful living can save our planet
Taking a leaf out of Eastern esoteric teachings of mindful living, if we can imbibe the lifestyle of careful
consumption, seven billion souls will help the planet Earth to recoup herself and in turn make our lives better.
However, by clubbing the environmental awareness with lifestyle changes the World Environment Day has
brought our attention to one very important issue -- economics. (Source: Wikicommons)
In 43 years of its history, World
Environment Day movement has urged
people around the world to save
environment, become aware of the
threats posed by climate change and take
affirmative action. But never did it ask
people in a way where the message was
inextricably linked with the economics
of living.
However, by clubbing the environmental
awareness with lifestyle changes the
World Environment Day has brought our
attention to one very important issue —
economics.
Human existence and its development depends on natural resources. Most of the resources are scarce and take a
lot of time to replenish naturally. In such a scenario a development model where growth and expansion of
economy is based on hyper consumerism is a sure recipe of disaster.
The throwaway culture puts extreme pressure on precious natural resources. Take the case of cars. Till a
generation ago those who owned a car (they were few in number) lived with that car for the rest of their lives.
Today on an average a car owner is changing car every 3 to 5 years. Suppose they have an active life of 30 years
where they have the financial wherewithal to replace cars they will end up buying and junking 6 to 10 cars – a
ten-fold increase in consumption of iron, plastic, rubber, chrome etc per person.
Same goes for furniture. We have all grown up listening to the tales of teakwood furniture that outlasted people
and stayed in a home for generations. No more now. Furniture today is replaced at a whim or becomes casualty
of a fad.
It is in respect of this mindless consumerism that we should look at the World Environment Day's slogan. The
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) is urging people to live a comfortable but frugal life and get
off the mind numbing consumerism.
The template of new life can be found in the axiom of sustainable development as articulated by former
Norwegian Prime Minister Ms Gro Harlem Brundtland. She urged people to consume natural resources in a
way where their needs are met without jeopardising future generation's ability to meet their own needs.
Fifty years ago when the world had 3.5 billion less souls, it was being felt that our lifestyle was unsustainable
for the natural resources to cope with. Today when the planet is crowded with double the number of people it is
all the more important that we consume with care.
Taking a leaf out of Eastern esoteric teachings of mindful living, if we can imbibe the lifestyle of careful
consumption, seven billion souls will help the planet Earth to recoup herself and in turn make our lives better.
[COURTESY INDIAN EXPRESS]
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FEDERATION CONFERENCE
PROGRAMME
Shri Ganesh Stavan
and Patriotic Songs
Com. Ramkumar Sabapathy
General Secretary, SBIOA (Mumbai Circle)

Com. Y. Sudarshan
General Secretary, AISBOF

All India State Bank
Officers’ Federation

Shri Devendra Fadnavis
Hon. Chief Minister of Maharashtra

Hon. Shri. Jayant Sinha

26th
TRIENNIAL
GENERAL COUNCIL

Hon. Minister of State For Finance, Govt. of India.

Smt. Arundhati Bhattacharya

Chairman: State Bank of India

Com. M.V. Murali
General Secretary - AISBISF

13th, 14th & 15th June, 2015.
Mumbai

Com. Harvinder Singh
General Secretary: AIBOC

Com. M. Sreenath
President, AISBOF

Com. S.K. Mukherjee
Sr. Vice President, AISBOF

DINNER
All India State Bank Officers’ Federation

State Bank Buildings, St. Mark’s Road, Bangalore - 01. Ph: 2227 0619, 2594 3132
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE CIRCLE MANAGEMENT
Ref: ORG/79/2015
The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office, Chennai 600 006.
Dear Sir,

01.06.2015

RECRUITMENT OF CLERICAL STAFF:
SELECTION BY HOLDING
SUPPLEMENTARY INTERVIEW.

360o

We bring to your notice the acute shortage of staff in
the branches. During 2014-15 alone 296 Clerical
staff have retired and 56 were promoted to Officers
grade. Resignations and deaths are not included. 38
new branches and 1 RBO were opened during 201415. There was no recruitment last year. This year, 414
were selected for appointment. However, less than 300
seem to have reported. Even in that a few have not
joined as they have been selected for Probationary
Officers in our Subsidiary banks and for other
Government jobs which pay them better. Thus, those
who are joining the Bank do not even make up for the

retirements of 2014-15. Meanwhile, a large number of
existing staff are expected to be promoted as Officers
for this year and many more branches are planned to be
opened during the year.
Under the above circumstances Officers are
undergoing a lot of stress at branches for completing
their day to day business. The increasing footfalls at
our Branches due to the Jandhan Yojna and the
Insurance schemes have increased the pressure of
work manifold. Branches are directing customers to
customer service points as they are not able to manage.
In view of the above, we request you to kindly take up
with the Corporate Centre to hold one more interview
by calling more candidates who have already passed
the clerical exam conducted last year and select
suitable number of them to ease the pressure of work at
branches.
Yours faithfully,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am an ex-serviceman, served the Armed Forces for 20 years
and joined bank in 2010 and promoted as TO in 2013. I would
like to bring to your notice the effects of Sailors New
Accelerated Promotion (SNAP) policy introduced in navy in
the early 2000 which is similar to that of our Project
Saksham.
There 'AAA” like grading can be given only to 15% of the work
force (i.e., 1 out of 7). This has resulted in 'yes boss' culture/ boss
appeasement. Because of which many non performing people
were given best Annual Confidential Report overlooking the
performers. This has lead to the demoralizing of the work
force and many performing people were starved of
promotion and started quitting the Navy from 2007 to 2012.
Instead of appraisal by one superior official, 360 degree
appraisal (feedback from all the stake holders such as
superior, peers, branch staffs, subordinates and customers)
can be considered for better appraisal.
Due to the non availability of quality workforce, now the
Naval ships are encountering frequent accidents in
peacetime and that too at our own harbor. In the last 4 years
more than 15 accidents have taken place and many warships
and submarines were damaged.
I too agree that Change is Inevitable for organization's growth. I
request the authority to implement the Project Saksham in such a
way that it is win win for both the organization and the staff
members. Performing work force should not be demoralized
which will force them to quit for other greener pastures which
will be detrimental for the organization in the future.
With regards,
S S Mukunthan
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SBOA Schools Score !!!
X Standard Results
SBOA Matric & Hr. Sec. School, Chennai
I.
II.

III.

I.

II.

III.

School Toppers
S. Madhumitha
B. Akshaya
K. Deepika
R. Saradha Priyadharshini
U. Radiya Basri
U. Ajay Kumar
Nishok Thulasimani
Our Officer Ward
B. Lakshmi Priya
D/o Com. R. Balakrishnan,
Manager, LHO
A. Anuranjana
D/o Com. A. Aanantharaja,
CM, PBB Anna Salai
S. Natchathira
D/o Com. P. Shanmugam,
Manager, LHO

SBIOA Model Matric & Hr. Sec. School, Mogappair,Chennai
School Toppers

-

497
496

-

493

I. R. Nandinisree
II. S. Soundariya
III. V, Tabysgree

SBOA Matric & Hr. Sec. School, Madurai
-

492
I.
II.

-

488

-

485

SBOA Matric & Hr. Sec. School, Coimbatore

II.

III.

I.
II.

III.

School Toppers
Dishi K. Rathod
498
U. Deewanshu Gupta
K. Manjula
497
C. Parameswari
K. Kumaran Nagappan,
M.Nithin Revanth
Abhay R. Patel
496
V.S. Diwaakar, K.G.P. Neeraj
Our Officer Ward
R. Nandhita
494
D/o R. Rajasekar,
Br. Manager, Valparai
S. Poorvaja
492
D/o Com. R. Suresh,
Dpt. Manager, RACPC, Main Branch
T. Meghavarshini
494
D/o Com. Tamilarasu,
Br. Manager, Pudur East,
Velagoundampalayam, Namakal

292 - Appeared, 195 - Distinction
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495
493
492

102 - Appeared, 60%Centum, 94% - Distinction.

III.

453 - Appeared, 394 - Distinction

I.

-

I.
II.
III.

School Toppers
P. Anujaa & C. John
A. Angeline Esther,
R. Bhuvaneshan,
V. Ranjani &
S. Thivakar
P. Celsi Vinnarasi
G. Sujitha
A. Madhu Shree,
T. Kaushik Prithviraj,
U. Bharathi
Our Officer Ward
S.K. Saravanan
S/o Com. S.V. Krishnamoorthy
A. Madhusree
D/o Com. C. Ananthan
M. Rithana
D/o Com. R. Mahendran

-

496
495

-

494

-

493

-

494

-

486

289 - appeared, 17- centum, 378 - Distinction.

SBOA Matric & Hr. Sec. School, Tiruchirappalli
School Toppers
I. S.Madhumitha
- 496 (District 3rd )
II S. Arun Srivatsan
- 493
III P. Nithiya Poorani
- 492
Our Officer Ward
I. K. Kausalya,
- 469
D/o Com. M. Karthisan
Manager, SBI, Thiruvarur.

141- appeared, 57%- distinction.
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SBOA School & Junior College, Chennai, X & XII Results
CBSE Results School Toppers
I. Sathyanarayanan & Srinika Selvam
II. Yash Rana, M. Mohamed Sarfraz
& S. Aishwarya
III. S. Satheeshwar & K.S. Reshma
Our Officer Ward
I. Kum Lalithalakshmi
R, D/o Com. S Ramesh, CM, LHO, Chennai
II. Shri. Srinivasan S
S/o Com S Sriraman, BM, Elephantgate
III. Shri Srihari J
S/o Com. J Renuka, Mamager, Tiruvallur
&
Shri Sai Prasanth M K
S/o. Com. Kannan M K, CM, Pondicherry

488
486
484
480
478
477
477

319 - Appeared, 97.5% Distinction, 2.5% I Class

STD X
No of Students with overall 10(A1 Grades)
: 104
CGPA 9.8 - 9.(A2 Grades)
: 238
Our Member's wards
Who scored A1 grade
I Kum. Sridevi S, D/o Com. Sivaramakrishnan , Dy.
Mgr. P, Rajaji Salai
ii. Kum Benita G, D/o Com. D Gnanasekar,
Manager, ZIO, Hyd.
iii. Kum Preethi L, D/o Com. Umashankari S, BM,
Vazhaapadi
iv. Kum Keerthana, D/o Com Sethumuruga Durai S,
CM, Park Town
v. Aruna M, D/o Com.Mathiyalagan M, AGM,
RASMECCC, Navi, Mumbai

SBOA Public Sr. Sec. School, Ernakulam
ICBSE Results School Toppers
I. C.G. Vignesh
II. M.M. Anish
III. Krishnendu S. Menon

-

stD X

488
485
478

No. of Students with overall
10 (A1 Grades): 5

121 - appeared, 72 - distinction, 45 - first class

RETIREMENTS
S/Shri Name
1. N. Chandran
1. P.V. Rajamani
2. R. Mutharasu
3. K. Narayanan
4. V. Sukumar
5. A. Ganesan
6. S. Jegadeesan
7. R. Kemburaj
8. R. Meganathan
9. Vijayakumari Chamu
10.V. Subramanian
11. A. Balasubramanian
12.M. Rajan
13.P. Vilangudurai
14.K. Gopalan
15.A. Venkatachalapathy
16.M.P. Ramanthan
17.S. Chandran
18.A. Subbulakshmi
19.M. Ramamoorthy
20.G. Elangovan
21.C. Nagarajan
22.A. Subramanian
23.S. Arumugam

Designation
APRIL - 2015
Mgr
MAY - 2015
AGM
AGM
AGM
AGM
Mgr
AM
DM
Mgr
Mgr
Mgr
DM
DM
Mgr
Mgr
AM
AM
AM
AM
Mgr
DM
Mgr
Mgr
Mgr

Branch
RASEC Pondicherry
CCPC Coimbatore
LHO Chennai
SAMB Chennai
TFCPC Coimbatore
Arasakulam
Bhavani
CAG Chennai
CAC Chennai
Coml Br. Tirupur
CCPC Coimbatore
CCPC Madurai
CIT Nagar
Coimbatore
DAC Madurai
Dindigul
Guindy
HE Kailasapuram
HE Kailasapuram
Jai Nagar
Karuveppilankurichi
Kugalur
Kuzhithurai
LHO, Chennai

S/Shri Name
24.R. Rajendran
25.V. Gopalakrishnan
26.B. Sudalai Mani
27.P. Subramanian
28.A. Jayan
29.A. Jayaraman
30.S. Asokan
31.A. Sai Kumar
32.S.A. Alagesa Bhupathy
33.M. Periyakaruppan
34.T.A. Gauthaman
35.N. Mahendran
36.S. Theenathayalan
37.P. Murugavel Boopathy
38.T.L. Selvaraj
39.T. Arul devan
40.K. Gnanasekaran
41.S. Subramanian
42.R. Ponnusamy
43.E. Jayakaran
44.Syed Hafiz
45.R. Sekar
46.S. Balakrishnan
47.V. Gnanodhayam
48.K. Balu
49.V. Soundarapandiyan
50.A. Balasubramanian

Designation

Branch

Mgr
Mgr
AM
DM
DM
DM
AM
DM
Mgr
AM
CM
CM
AM
CM
DM
DM
Mgr
DM
CM
DM
CM
CM
Mgr
Mgr
Mgr
Mgr
CM

LHO, Chennai
Melvisharam
Meenambakkam Airport
Namakkal
Namakkal
Palacode
Paramakudi
PBB Pondicherry
Pongalur
RACPC Ayyapanthangal
RACPC Chennai
RASECC Madurai
RBO SCE -1 CHE
RBO Thanjavur
RBO Tirunelveli
RBO 3 Vellore
RBO-5 Puduchery
RBO II Coimbatore
RBO III Chennai
Saidapet Bazar
TFCPC Chennai
TFCPC Coimbatore
Theni
Tiruvannamalai
Tiruvidaimarudhur
ZO Coimbatore
ZO Tiruchy

SBIOA (CC) wishes the above comrades a very happy, healthy and peaceful retired life.
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Dear Comrades,
Happiness is our Goal
Denmark is ranked the happiest country in the world. Do you know why? The
minimum wage in that country is $20 (Rs.62 x 20 = 1240) per day. The country
follows 33 hour work per week for five days. Education upto University level is
free. Health care is free. Child care is free. Compare it with our country and our
work life balance. We have a long way to go. Let us try to achieve what is possible
as a Trade Union.
In the just concluded wage revision we could get 2 Saturdays as holidays in a
month. The effort put in by our Circle can never be forgotten. Com.
Harshavardhan who is General Secretary, ABOA, senior vice president of our
Federation and advisor to our Confederation and a member of the AIBOC negotiating Committee mentioned in a
meeting that if any single person has to be given credit for this achievement it is Chennai Circle General Secretary.
The credit goes to the entire Executive Committee and Circle Office Bearers who work day & night. We could get
a decent wage hike and today we can proudly say that our salary structure is better than that of IAS Officers. Their
starting Basic Pay is Rs.21000/- for IAS Officers whereas we get Rs.23700/- But we still have many more
demands to be achieved which we should start preparing now. Five Day Week, Child Care Leave, improved LFC,
free education, 100% medical expenses for self and family etc are to be achieved.
Looking at the past records we find that in 1979 the Bank wanted to introduce a performance appraisal system
giving excellent ranking to 10%, good to 20%, above average to 40%, average to 20%, and below average 10%.
This was opposed by the Federation and put on hold. Subsequently many improvements were made in the AARF.
In 2004 the management had a discussion with the Federation on this issue. Focus was given to Joint Goal setting,
development of subordinates and different levels of performance. The assessment was changed as Performance
Assessment, Other Performance contributions & Competency assessment. The new AARF emerged out of the
discussion with the Federation. Surprisingly in 2004 discussions took place with the Federation on Performance
Linked incentive as per the advice of the Mercers Human Resources Consultancy and Mckinsey Performance
Linked Incentive Scheme. The Federation opposed the move and it was put on hold. Now BCG has come with the
same idea. Their calculations of manpower planning is flawed and CDS is not taking into account the real work
situation. We have taken up the issue with the Federation as well as the Management.
We are glad to find that the Bank has already reviewed one of the recommendations of BCG related to delegation
of financial powers to AGMs / RMs which is a welcome step. We are sure that the Management will also review the
other recommendations of BCG. What is important is to give real feed back at all levels.
Man power is most crucial for a service organisation like Bank. If we provide the best service in our delivery
channels business will just walk in. We don't require marketing. But today manpower shortage is the biggest
problem in the Circle. We have taken up the issue with the Management giving detailed analysis. If things do not
improve we will have to go for Organisational action.
As the Govt and RBI have made changes in the interest subvention scheme our Agri gold loans are going down.
Efforts have to be taken arrest the same. Multi purpose gold loan is more profitable. The Circle is also taking
efforts to increase the other Agri advances. Let us focus on the same as there is very good potential for growth in
the Agri segment.
Comrades, happiness will not come on its own. We have to work towards that.
Let us together work towards happy work life situation.
Comradely yours,

Happiness is when what you think, what you say,
and what you do are in harmony.
Mahatma Gandhi
(D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev)
General Secretary
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